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Abstract
In this thesis, methods for texture mapping voxel based terrain of arbitrary
topology, are studied. Traditional methods for generating terrain often use 2D
height maps which has its limitations in topology, but often can rely on fast and
simple planar projection for texture mapping. To generate terrain of arbitrary
topology and support features like caves, overhangs and vertical cliffs, the terrain
representation needs to expand from two dimensions and surface rendering to
three dimensions and volumetric rendering, and also needs other, more elaborate
methods for texture mapping.
The initial part of the thesis recounts Marching Cubes, the main method used
for volumetric rendering, and also some basics on texture mapping. A survey
reviews different related work on the area and lists some of the features. Some
initial tests, to achieve texture mapping on arbitrary terrain, are performed and
are explained and evaluated. These tests focus on partition the terrain into
submeshes of similar directional faces, using the initial voxel grid as a natural
boundary, and project each submesh to a planar texture space called charts. The
texture of each chart is defined by the highest resolution of each submesh and
all charts are stored in one texture atlas. The charts then represent the texture
used for all different resolutions of the submesh. The method results in gaps in
the final texture due to mismatch occurring from the different mesh resolutions.
To avoid the mismatch each chart is mapped to fixed shapes, namely triangles
or quads. This solves the problem with gaps along chart boundaries but instead
introduce heavy distortion in the texture due to stretching and resizing. Some
tests have also been performed on editing the underlying scalar field directly by
identifying and avoiding some unwanted cases, and creating a simpler mesh.
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1

Introduction

A game engine with the possibility to create massive, realistic and appealing
3D worlds in a computer game can give the competitive edge, separating one
game from another. The traditionally used method for generating terrain does
not fully allow this. Most game engines of today rely on height fields which can
be effectively used to render high resolution meshes with high performance, but
also denies features not continuous on the 2D surface. A height field represents
the vertical position of the terrain at any point in the world (discretely at a
preset resolution). The nature of the height field only allows one value per
point making features like arches and overhangs impossible to render.
To enable the use of a game world containing not only smooth transition in
topology and upward facing surface, but sharp cliff with vertical slopes, overhangs and even caves, the method for creating terrain need to take advantage
of the 3rd dimension. By describing a volume as a scalar field or 3D grid, each
discrete part in this grid can be treated as either inside or outside of the surface,
and use the parts as building blocks to create a terrain of arbitrary topology.
The possibility to produce a terrain with much more complex topology also
creates many new challenges. Among these are the mapping of texture, also
called uv-mapping, which is the focus in this thesis. The use of or possibilities of
arbitrary geometry calls for new mapping methods, other than the traditional.
Height field terrain can often utilize a simpler method for mapping, due to the
simpler nature, with a stretching and deformation of the texture that is relative
to the slope of the surface. A height field can often be mapped by planar
mapping, where the texture is projected on the terrain mesh by removing y-value
for terrain and flatten the surface. This results in distortion and stretching on
steeper slopes and at vertical slopes, or even negative (downward) facing surface,
the mapping will fail.
This approach is not usable if the possibilities of voxel based terrain are to be
used to it full extent. Since voxel based terrain can produce vertical terrain,
cliff overhangs or even caves, this method for simple planar 2D mapping is not
applicable. One solution is to project textures along each axis and use the
texture currently creating the least amount of distortion, and somehow blend in
the transitions. This is a rather straight forward solution but has its drawback.
One is the extra texture samplings needed, since three textures are sampled for
each point. Another is the problem to use precalculated textures, for example
normal maps or maps for ambient occlusion.
A solution explored in this thesis finds parts flat enough to use planar projection,
for every part of the surface, and then put them together on the rendered surface.
A challenge is also to create this seamless and to minimize distortion.
Section 2.1 Surface Extraction will introduce the concept and background on
volumetric rendering and in Section 2.3 Texture Mapping reviews some methods
possible to utilize in achieving automatic texture mapping on arbitrary terrain.
In Section 2.4 Related work on Volumetric Rendering, some related works on
volumetric terrain rendering are studied and compared. This is also used as an
initial approach of the method for uv -mapping explored in this thesis.
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In Section 3 Initial Tests this method is further explored and reviewed.
Section 4 Discussion and Future Work, concludes the thesis and discusses some
of the tested methods and also proposes some future work on this subject.

2

Volumetric Rendering

2.1

Surface Extraction

2.1.1

Background

A popular method for creating 3D surfaces of arbitrary topology is related to
Lorensens and Clines work on volumetric rendering called, Marching Cubes
[Lorensen and Cline, 1987], initially intended for rendering surfaces from volumetric data generated in medical imaging procedures like computed tomography
(CT) and magnetic resonance (MR) Figure 2.1(b). These imaging processes
samples the density of tissue from different 2D image slices produced from the
imaging process, where different sorts of tissue have different density values.
These slices can be sampled for the current density value, as in Figure 2.1(b)
from two different slices, creating a 3D scalar field. To view a certain tissue of
certain density value, an isovalue is used. Each value in the scalar field equal
to the isovalue is located on the surface. However, since the scalar field is sampled at discrete position, not many points directly on the surface is represented.
Instead all points where the surface intersects the grid is interpolated from
each edge between two points on either side of the isovalue (see Section 2.1.3
Marching Cubes for details). This way a surface can be extracted from the scalar
field and even allowing the user to “peel” layers from the volume by editing the
isovalue.
Slice k + 1

Slice k

Voxel
Pixel

(a) Sampling of slices to a scalar field

(b) Rendered medical image

Figure 2.1: (a) Figure shows sampling of density values from two different 2D layers
to create a 3D volume. The samples defines each voxel “Marching” the
2D space. (b) A 3D model rendered from medical image data. Image
courtesy of Michele Bosi (www.visualizationlibrary.com)
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Marching cubes have a vast variety of versions used to extend the use of, or resolve the limitation of the method. For a summary see [Newman and Yi, 2006].
Among the more known are the Marching Tetrahedron proposed by Bloomenthal [Bloomenthal, 1988], which solves some problems occurring in Marching
Cubes for example holes in the extracted mesh and, not least, the fact that
Marching Cubes was restricted in usage due to a patent until 2005. Marching
Tetrahedron also use a voxel grid, but divides each voxel into six tetrahedrons
by splitting the cube diagonally in half three times. One disadvantage of the
method is the larger number of triangles created.
2.1.2

Distance based Scalar fields

To represent a model with only its surface and not the internal structure, or
varying density, the density field and isovalue is somewhat obsolete. This can
be replaced by a distance based scalar field, meaning all values in the field refers
to the current distance to the surface. A positive value means the point is inside
solid space, or below the surface, and a negative value means the point is in
empty space, or above the surface, and hence a value of zero gives a position on
the surface. A scalar field can be constructed by enclosing a volume represented
by a polygon mesh in a cube and subdivide the cubes until a desired resolution
is achieved, and in each corner of each cube sample the distance to the surface.
6
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Figure 2.2: An axis aligned voxel with the eight corner nodes containing data of for
example density or distance.

Each of these cube corners are referred to as nodes, and a cube consisting of
eight nodes is called a voxel, see Figure 2.2.
2.1.3

Marching Cubes

The method processes one voxel at a time with the eight node values defining the
distance to the surface at each corner. The sign of the distance determines the
inside or outside state of each node. This result is stored as an 8-bit mask called
cube index. A positive value (solid space) sets the bit to 1 and a negative value
(empty space) sets the bit to 0. This results in 256 (28 ) different combinations
where 0 (0x00) and 255 (0xff) represents a voxel fully outside or fully inside
5

of the volume and not intersected by the surface. Any other value results in at
least one node inside solid space and one node outside solid space, which means
that the surface must intersect the voxel.

Table 2.1: The original 15 cases from [Lorensen and Cline, 1987]. The numbers in
the bottom left corner is the corresponding casw number, and the bottom
right is the number of occurrences of the case of the total 256. Image
from ‘’Voxel-Based Terrain for Real-Time Virtual Simulations” by Eric
Lengyel [Lengyel, 2010].

The 256 possible results of the cube index can be grouped into 15 cases, proposed
by Lorensen et. al [Lorensen and Cline, 1987], where rotated and inverted (but
not mirrored) voxels are treated as equal.
The method relies heavily on look up tables (LUT) to match the different voxels
combination into a triangle mesh. To extract the surface from the current
voxel the cube index is used to fetch information from a 256 entry look up table
(edgeTable) containing an index value to each intersected edge in the voxel. This
index is also encoded in a bit value (edgeIndex) according to the Figure 2.3(a).
Each edge intersected is then interpolated from the two connected nodes, one

6

on each side of the surface:
t=

d0
d0 − d1

(1)

where d0 and d1 are distances at the connecting nodes of current edge and t is
an interpolation parameter.
The interpolation must always be computed using the nodes in a strict order,
where d0 is the node with the lowest node index according to Figure 2.3(a), and
d1 is node of higher index. The vertex point P is given from the interpolation
parameter and the node positions:
P = P0 t + P1 (1 − t)

(2)

Finally the cube index fetches information from another look up table (triTable)
consisting of up to 15 entries for each cube index, giving triplets of edges to form
each triangle. Since each entry contains up to 15 edges, each voxel can have up
to 5 triangles.
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Figure 2.3: (a) Voxel definition of node and edge numbering. (b) Example of triangulation.

An example: Figure 2.3(b) shows a voxel with node 1 inside solid space and the
rest of the nodes in empty space. The resulting cube index for this voxel is:
0000 0010 = 0x02
The edgeTable look up will result in the value determined by the bits representing each edge intersected. In this case edges 0, 3 and 4:
0000 0000 1101 = 0x00d
The vertex position on edge 0 is determined by interpolation of the distances in
node 0 and 1 (Equation 1 and Equation 2).
The triTable shows how to combine the edges, or the vertex interpolated from
the edge, into triangles (terminating by −1):
0, 3, 4, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1
7

2.1.4

Normal Computation

To create smooth surfaces or other types of shading, surface normals at each vertex is essential, and there are several possible approaches. The normal of a vertex
can be computed from the mean face normal of each connected triangle, and
even be weighted based on triangle area, angle or edge length [Jin et al., 2005].
This method is often done off line and the result can be stored per vertex or
in a texture as a normal map. Another approach, well fitted for the use with
procedural volumes created by a density function, is to sample the volumetric
data (or density function) around each vertex and create a gradient, or rate of
change (see Equation 3). This can also be done directly in a scalar field but with
the distance ε in discrete steps instead. This method is well suited for on line
computing, avoiding the need to store any normal information.
Gx = f (x + ε, y, z) − f (x − ε, y, z)
Gy = f (x, y + ε, z) − f (x, y − ε, z)
Gz = f (x, y, z + ε) − f (x, y, z − ε)

(3)

N = normalize(Gx , Gy , Gz )
where N is the normal, Gx , Gy , Gz the gradient for each axis and ε represents
the distance from current point to sample.

2.2

Memory usage

The memory usage requires some extra attention when working with volumetric
data since an extra dimension is added to the data storage. Since each voxel
have eight nodes but share nodes with its neighbour, the number of voxels and
nodes can be determined by:

nbrVoxels =
nbrNodes =

8lvl
(2lvl + 1)3

(4)

where lvl is the current level of detail. Level 0 is defined as one single voxel
enclosing the whole model.
Based on a resolution of 8 bits (1 byte) per node, the uncompressed data for a
volume with 32 × 32 × 32 voxels will be 333 = 36 kb. An equivalent (8 bits
uncompressed) height map will only need 332 = 1 kb
This means the uncompressed memory requirement for a scalar field is of a
magnitude larger then a height field based on same bitdepth. But since a 3D
volume most likely have larger areas of empty or solid space, in contrary to
heigth fields, the possibility of improvements are promising.
There are some solutions proposed to the issue of memory usage. Lengyel
[Lengyel, 2010] (see Section 2.4.2) uses run length encoded, RLE compression
on volumetric terrain, unpacking data in blocks of 16 × 16 × 16 voxels before
surface extraction.
8

Level
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

nbrVoxels
1
8
64
512
4 096
32 768
262 144
2 097 152
16 777 216

nbrNodes
8
27
125
729
4 913
35 937
274 625
2 146 689
16 974 593

Table 2.2: The relation in numbers of voxels and of nodes for the first eight levels of
detail.

Williams [Williams, 2010] (see Section 2.4.3) exploits the pointers used to access
the volumetric data. By dividing each volume into equally sized cubes, called
blocks, the volume use pointers to these block and can take advantage of the
spatial equalities that is common in a terrain. A compression of the data can
be achieved by storing pointers to each smaller block and thus can two identical
blocks share the same pointer.
Another approach to limit the memory requirements is, for example, the sparse
octree where only the voxels intersected by the surface are stored. This can
efficiently minimize the memory footprint but also need extra data to be able
to navigate the tree. Pointers or offset values can be used to identify neighbouring voxels. Laine and Karras [Laine and Karras, 2010] propose a sparse octree
where each non leaf node stores two 32-bit descriptors with the data for the leaf
nodes and information of the topological surroundings.

2.3

Texture Mapping

The main purpose for using textures on any computer generated model is to
add detail to the model, or at least the perception of detail. This way the
model can consist of fewer polygons but still give the viewer the intended visual
experience. To correctly apply a texture to an object can however be a delicate
task. Complex models often need an explicit mapping that specify the texture
coordinates for each position (vertex) of the model. For implicit shapes, like a
plane, box, cylinder and sphere, a parametrization can be found from R3 → R2
fairly easy. This is however not a guarantee for good mapping. A surface must
be developable to be able to map without distortion, meaning an objects surface
must be able to unfold or unroll to a flat surface without stretching or overlap,
for example the cube can be unfolded, and the cylinder can be unrolled, to a flat
surface but this is not the case for the sphere. Take for example the creation
of the world atlas from the globe. The surface of the globe must somehow be
deform to allow the mapping to a flat surface, leaving the poles to seem much
larger then in reality. The mapping or parametrization, R3 → R2 , is generally
referred to as uv-mapping, from the traditionally used label for the two axis on
a 2D texture.

9

For explicit shapes of arbitrary topology, this type of parametrization is difficult or even impossible to find, so another solution is needed. These methods often aim for flattening the model as a whole or in parts [Floater, 1997]
[Liu et al., 2008] [Maillot et al., 1993] with the main objective to assure a 1:1mapping from the surface to texture. This means each region of the surface
have a corresponding region in the texture that is not shared with other regions of the surface. The regions can often not preserve the shape completely
when mapped to the 2D boundary, so different approaches of parametrization
focus on preserving different types of attributes. The Isometric preserves edge
lengths, Conformal preserves edge angles and Authalic preserves shape area.
These presented methods for parametrization often uses complex math to create optimization problems for least distorting or most preserving mapping or
parametrization. Sections 2.3.1 – 2.3.6 will review other more direct approaches
to uv-mapping.

(a) Linear projection

(b) Trilinear projection

Figure 2.4: Simple illustration of different projections. (a) Linear projection. Uses
only one axis of projection. (b) Trilinear projection. Uses three axis of
projection.

2.3.1

Linear Projection

The simplest form of mapping is linear projection or planar mapping. Here a 2D
texture is projected onto the 3D model. By mapping the x and z components
directly, without concern for the y-value (see Figure 2.4(a)), a fairly planar
model can be textured without suffering from noticeable distortion, but a volume
with vertical or near vertical parts will have the texture heavily distorted. The
Figure 2.5 shows the result of planar mapping along a near vertical edge.
2.3.2

Trilinear Projection

One proposed solution is called trilinear projection [Geiss and Thompson, 2007]
[Geiss, 2007] (see Section 2.4.1). By using several textures, one projected along
each axis, and for each point on the surface, sample from the texture that
currently offers the least amount of distortion (see Figure 2.4(b)). The seams
between the different projections on the surfaces can be blended for a smooth
transition.

10

Figure 2.5: A quarter sphere mapped with two different textures and three different methods. Left: Linear projection. Middle: Trilinear projection, no
blending. Right: Trilinear, with blending

As Figure 2.5 shows, the method is more suited for natural textures like rock,
sand or grass and not for textures with patterns or sharp contours.
The trilinear projection can simply be performed in a single render pass, but
has potentially a large shader cost due to extensive texture samplings. If, for
example, different textures are used in each directed projection (separating positive and negative) the shader need to fetch up to six times as many texture
samples as conventional 2D mapping.
2.3.3

3D Textures

By using 3D textures there is no need to project the texture on the model,
instead each 3D vertex can sample from the texture directly. But here is the
limited memory resources a challenge. This can, if the material is suitable, be
partly solved by replacing the 3D texture with a procedural texture routine.
Another problem is that different resolutions of the model potentially can map
to different parts of the 3D textures and then result in visible artifacts. Large
models like terrain is often rendered in different resolutions based on the distance
to the camera and this might cause a distant terrain shape to have different
texture when it moves closer to the camera. This is of course a matter of how
the 3D texture is constructed.
2.3.4

Cube Mapping

Williams [Williams, 2010] also suggests the use of cube mapping for environments generated from volumetric data. This can also be done to any intermediate surface that is suitable for the specific model as proposed by Bier et.
al. [Bier and Sloan, 1986]. This method is of course limited by the shape of the
11

model, and suit object where all the characteristics of the model can be captured
by a simple shape, like box, cylinder or sphere, but less suitable for models with
many cavities or holes.

Figure 2.6: A sphere cube mapped with central projection.

2.3.5

PolyCube Mapping

Tarini et. al. [Tarini et al., 2004] took the idea one step further from the intermediate surface mapping and use multiple cube maps and proposed PolyCubeMaps. An arbitrary model is generalized in a crude model composed of axis
aligned, uniform boxes attached face to face, called Poly Cube (see Figure 2.7(b)).
Each vertex of the model is mapped to the faces of the Poly Cubes and each
cube face can then store the square texture in an atlas for mapping back onto
the model (see Figure 2.7(c)). It is reported to work well with different levels of
detail of the model. Due to a proposed optimization of the initial parametrization to avoid heavy distortion of the texture, the texture coordinates still needs
to be stored per vertex.
The method avoids problems with filtering issues due to the continuous boundaries as well as an almost waste less texture space. For some further discussion
on PolyCube Mapping, see Section 4 Discussion and Future Work.
2.3.6

Chart Segmentation

Segmentation of a model into smaller parts, called charts, is widely used. Maillot et. al. [Maillot et al., 1993] uses a bucketing scheme to partition a model into
regions with near equal face normals. Sander et.al [Sander et al., 2001] propose
a segmentation of merging triangles to grow charts of “disc-like topology” based
on both planarity and compactness. Garland [Garland et al., 2001] presents a
method where the mesh is sorted into hierarchies based on planarity (difference from reference plane), orientation (deviation of plane normal from surface
normals) and compactness (difference from a disc formed area). In Levy et.
12

(a) Original model

(b) The PolyCube

(c) Textured model

Figure 2.7: Figure shows principle of the PolyCube. (a) The original model. (b) The
PolyCube map representing parametric space. (c) A 2D texture mapped
to model.

al. [Lévy et al., 2002] an method for preserving angles is suggested, and aims
for larger charts for fewer chart seams. These can even be placed on “natural
seams” of the model, making them less noticeable.
The charts is then packed in an texture atlas to ensure sampling from one
single texture, rather then loading each chart separately. The use of an atlas
suffers in some cases from artifacts because of discontinuities between charts.
Two adjacent charts in the texture atlas, that is not adjacent on the model
surface can create a sampling mismatch, if the pixels from adjacent chart is
sampled [Ebert et al., 2002]. This is also the case when linear filtering is used,
since each pixel sampling actually interpolates four surrounding pixels.

A
C

B

Figure 2.8: A texture sampling (B) occurs on a grayscale texture chart (A) and the
four closest adjacent pixels are averaged (C). Since two of the pixels are
outside of the chart when sampled, this will result in texture artifacts.

To avoid this mismatch, charts not adjacent on the model need to be placed
apart in the texture atlas, and also extend the edges one pixel wide to support
linear filtering (see Figure 2.8). Sander et. al. [Sander et al., 2001] proposes
that the area between charts is filled with “reasonable” values. Another solution
is to extend the edges from the chart with the correct surrounding information
[Carr and Hart, 2002].
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2.4
2.4.1

Related work on Volumetric Rendering
Generating Complex Procedural Terrains Using the GPU

Figure 2.9: A picture from the cascade demo [Geiss and Thompson, 2007] by
NVIDIA

In GPU Gems 3 [Geiss, 2007] Ryan Geiss presents Nvidias tech demo for generating complex procedural terrains for direct rendering on the GPU, using a
pixel shader to evaluate the procedural density function, a vertex shader for most
computational work and a geometry shader to stream the resulting vertices to
buffers for rendering.
The procedural terrain is created by combining Perlin noise at several different octaves and amplitudes. Some other techniques is also shown to create a
interesting and appealing terrain.
The volume is divided into equal size blocks, each containing 32 × 32 × 32
voxels. Blocks containing polygons and visible in frustum are assigned a vertex
buffer prioritised by distance to camera. Empty blocks are flagged empty to
avoid further operations. The vertex buffers are sorted front to back before
rendering each frame.
The density function, needed to create a procedural scalar field, uses the pixel
shader to render a 3D texture with the sampled node values in each pixel. The
texture consists of an array of 2D textures, one for each “plane” of nodes, so the
block mentioned earlier need 33 textures.
For each non empty block the surface is extracted and for each vertex the data
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is stored for:
• world-space position
• world-space normal vector
• ambient occlusion value
The normal is computed by a gradient, sampling the difference over the vertex
in each axis direction (see Section 2.1.4 Normal Computation).
The ambient occlusion is computed by tracing 32 rays from the vertex, each ray
sampling 16 values in the density field. If any value is positive, the ray hit solid
space and will be counted as blocked. To avoid the sampling of values outside
the current block, the volume is increased to 44 × 44 × 44 voxels. This is still
not sufficient to sample for the possible blocking of large terrain occurrences at
larger distances, so each ray also samples the density function (in contrast to the
sampling from the 3D texture) outside of the current block at greater distances.
The mesh generation in each block is suggested three different solutions with
increasing complexity and efficiency.
The first method requires two render passes, first the 3D-textures is created
using a pixel shader. The second pass uses the vertex shader for some of the
computation of vertex position, normals and ambient occlusion and the geometry shader for streaming the triangle list to a vertex buffer.
The second method uses three render passes but is still reported to be 22 times
faster. The main drawback of the first method is the large outputs from the
geometry shader, that heavily impact its performance (even if no primitive is
produced) and that some calculation is performed in the geometry shader, instead of the vertex shader. The first pass generate a 3D-texture for density
values and the second pass uses both vertex and geometry shader to generate
a lightweight marker for each triangle to generate. The lightweight marker can
in a third pass be used to stream out all triangles and this way the use of the
heavy output from the geometry shader can be limited to actual triangles.
The third method is optimized to avoid creation of multiple vertices and uses six
render passes but still is 80% faster then method 2. To avoid multiple vertices,
the creation is limited to three edges of the voxel and for all other voxel edges
use the vertices created from neighbouring voxels. To find these vertices in the
vertex buffer, another 3D texture stores the index of all vertices generated in
the block
The texture mapping is performed with trilinear projection (see Section 2.3.2)
and a solution for bump mapping with the same method is proposed. To support bump mapping, each projection need a separately defined tangent space,
describing the orientation of the texture on the 2D boundary. The tangent and
the bitangent define this space, combined with surface normal often referred to
as tangent space, as an orthogonal plane to the surface normal. These can be
obtained by assigning the two orthogonal axis of the projection plane as tangent
space, for example the projection along the x-axis can use y(0, 1, 0) and z(0, 0, 1)
axis. A much more accurate solution is to derive the real tangent space from
the normal by 90 degree rotation. This can be achieved by swizzling two com-
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ponents and inverting the sign of one of them. Which sign to invert is decided
by the layout of the stored bump map.
n

= (x, y, z) ⇒

t
b

= (z, y, −x)
= (y, −x, z)

where n is face normal and t and b are the tangent and bitangent of the texture
space.
To use different levels of detail (LOD), all blocks are divided into three different
types depending on distance to camera. Close, medium and far where close
will have polygons at regular size and both medium and far will have stepwise
larger polygons. This can be solved by letting blocks at medium and far distance
contain fewer internal voxels, for example 16 and 8 rows instead of 32. This gives
a unnecessary large amount of blocks and vertex buffers. Another approach is to
adjust size of blocks with a constant voxel count. Each block represents a larger
space, avoiding a potential large amount of small blocks. When a transition
between two levels occur, both blocks are rendered. First the block of lower
detail and then fade in (or out) the block of higher detail, with some negative
bias to avoid z-fighting.
Lighting and collision detection of other objects interacting with the terrain
can simply be obtain if the motion is handled in a shader on the GPU. By
allowing the shader to sample the created density map, if its still accessible, or
by sampling the density function directly, the shader can evaluate a collision
with the terrain. To apply correct lighting on these objects, similar ambient
occlusion rays as for each terrain vertex can be traced and sampled. The writer
concludes this section by allowing the system to work at interactive frame rates
for “a few dozen objects” without noticeable impact.
2.4.2

Voxel-Based Terrain for Real-Time Virtual Simulations

Eric Lengyels work on voxel-based terrain [Lengyel, 2010] displays a complete
system for voxel based terrain for real-time visualization already in use in the
commercial game engine C4 [LLC, 2011]. The engine is even said to support
real-time editing of terrain.
The well known problem of the original Marching Cubes, called Ambiguous
cases, is the reason for holes appearing in the mesh. Because the inversions of
node states is included as equal in the original method, some cases can cause this
ambiguous faces. For example two adjacent voxels with case #2 (see Table 2.1),
where one is supposed to be inverted, creates this hole. By adding three new
cases to the original 15, Lengyel proposes an efficient way to avoid this ambiguity.
The three cases seen in Table 2.3 is inversions of the three original cases, #2,
#6 and #7, that can produce these problems. This is enforced by an edge rule
to check each edge on the voxel face is matched by an edge of opposite direction
on the adjacent voxel face.
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Figure 2.10: A demo scene from the C4 Game Engine. The scene have a reported
compression rate of 33:1. Image from the C4 Engine, courtesy of
Terathon Software LLC .

The objective of a complete real time implementation demands an efficient solution for level of detail, where different parts of the terrain can be rendered
at different resolutions based on distance from the camera. Parts of the terrain
outside the view frustum can also be left out from rendering completely. A
suggested size of these blocks are 16 × 16 × 16 voxels. This requires a size
of 17 × 17 × 17 nodes and computation of the vertex normals using central
difference requires one extra node in all directions which gives a total size of
19 × 19 × 19 nodes.
To avoid the memory problems that a volumetric terrain often incurs, a simple
run length encoding (RLE) of the scalar field is used. Each block is decoded
to full size before any operations is performed. The efficiency of this coding

Table 2.3: Additional three cases from Modified Marching Cubes. Image from
“Voxel-Based Terrain for Real-Time Virtual Simulations” by Eric Lengyel
[Lengyel, 2010].
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is depending on the layout of the data storage. Typically a terrain includes
large parts of horizontal space so a larger compression rate is expected if the
voxel data is stored accordingly. The demo scene from the C4 Engine shown in
Figure 2.10 have a compression rate of 33:1.
To enable the sharing of vertices between voxels, the creation of new vertices
are limited to the three edges at the highest coordinate (see Figure 2.11(a)) .
Any other vertex is “owned” by adjacent voxels and already generated due to
the traversal order of each block. To facilitate a simple mapping to the correct
adjacent voxel containing the corresponding vertex, the 8-bit edges enumeration
have the high nibble (4-bits) encoded with direction to adjacency voxel, see Figure 2.11(b). The bits for 1, 2 and 4 represents the x, y and z axis respectively, for
example the bit value 6 indicates the adjacent voxels is in direction (0, −y, −z).
The bit value 8 indicates that a vertex can be created for the current voxel.
The low nibble of the edge enumeration indicates the index of the vertex in the
adjacent voxel that should be reused.
Since some voxels at the lowest coordinates do not have preceding voxels for
reusing vertices, a 3-bit value keep track of directions of valid processed voxels.
With this model a vertex history buffer for two complete planes of 16 × 16
voxels are needed at any time.
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Figure 2.11: (a) The edges allowing creation of vertex in a voxel and the index of the
vertex, corresponding to the low nibble of the edge enumeration. (b)
The edge enumeration store in the high nibble (first digit) the direction
of the voxel owning the shared vertex and the low nibble (second digit)
store the index of the vertex in that voxel.

The corresponding edgeTable contains 16-bit entries with the low 8-bits containing the end points of the edge in one nibble each, and the high bit contains
the edge enumeration according to Figure 2.11(b). This is all the information
needed to generate new vertices or reuse vertices from adjacent voxels. The
interpolation is performed in a fixed-point manner, resulting in 257 different
positions for the vertex along the edge. In the final step the fixed point vertices
are converted to floating point coordinates according to the voxels position and
size.
The level of detail system used expands the actual span of the block for lower
resolutions to decrease the total number of meshes generated rather than de18

creasing the number of vertices and triangles in each block. One of the benefits
are the lower number of triangle batches needed to be sent to the GPU. This
way all blocks will still exist of 16 × 16 × 16 voxels. Since blocks always double the edge length for each lower level of resolutions, each block will contain
precisely eight blocks at twice the resolution. This results in an octree that can
be used for selection of LOD and efficient culling.
Several problems can occur from the use of a LOD-system, like the noticeable
shift in the surface caused by change of position with as much as half a voxel
width for a lower resolution (see Figure 2.12), the increased perceived difference
of mesh topology between resolutions because of a poor choice of triangulation
for low resolution voxels, and the noticeable seam artifact arising from the fact
that two different meshes edges at different resolution do not align.
1

1

1

-1

-1

Figure 2.12: Figure shows the surface shift that can occur. If the distances varies
from 1 to -1, the surface can move with up to half a voxel. By always
traversing to the highest resolution when sampling scalar field values
each vertices will exactly match those of adjacent voxels.

To solve the surface shifting problem Lengyel propose that all voxels in lower
resolution blocks always need to check the value of the midpoint on the current
voxel edge, belonging to a higher resolution. Recursively checking the midpoint
until the highest resolution is reached and using these high resolution values to
compute vertex position by interpolation will ensure that vertices on adjacent
voxels of different resolution will always be aligned.
The problem with poor triangulation is solved by an alternative triangulation
from the original 15 cases. Only cases including at least two connected triangles
need this alternative triangulation. A single triangle do not have an alternative
triangulation and the same goes for triangles separated from each other. Since
some cases can have up to 42 different triangulations, all possible setups can
not be tested for best fit on high resolution data, so only the most differenting
triangulation, in terms of curvature direction, are stored as an alternative.
As a solution for visible seams or cracks along mesh edges, a method called
Transition Cubes algorithm is proposed. This method uses an similar approach
as Marching Cubes, treating different possible voxel configuration as cases. A
voxel surface on the high resolution side will have nine node sample and the
surface on low resolution side will have four samples. Considering the case with
a voxel adjacent to three voxels of higher resolution, creating 220 different cases
and a look up table of over 1.1 million entries is obviously not feasible. The
structure called transition cell (see Figure 2.13) is inserted in voxels sharing
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A

B

C

Figure 2.13: The boundary voxels of blocks adjacent to blocks of higher resolution
will have this transition cells. An extra surface (B) cuts the voxel,
creating two new smaller voxels. The nodes of B is the four corner
nodes of A. The voxel A - B is the transition cell and B - C is handled
as a regular voxel.

edges of blocks with two different resolution. The transition cell consists of
one side of nine high resolution node samples (A) and on the opposite side the
four values of lower resolution (C). In the middle, a new surface is inserted
(B) consisting of the four corner values from surface (A). For the left half,
the transition cell (A–B), this results in nine unique node samples to consider
and a manageable set of 29 = 512 cases. The other half of the voxel (B–C)
can be processed as regular voxel. If the voxel is adjacent to high resolution
voxels on more than one side, one transition cell per such voxel is inserted
allowing the same solution for cases involving one, two and three adjacent high
resolution voxels. By identifying all cases equal through transformation the set
can be reduced to 73 equivalence cases. For figures and look up tables, refer to
Terathon Softwares information on C4 Engine [Lengyel, 2009] and Eric Lengyels
dissertation [Lengyel, 2010].
Each block need to keep track of all adjacent blocks levels and culling state to
enable or disable the boundary line of transition cells. As long as two adjacent
blocks are at the same level, no transition cells are needed, but if the levels
differs, the lower level of detail block need to be scaled to fit the transition cells.
This is however only needed if the adjacent cells are visible and not culled from
the view. For this reason, two positions for each vertex are stored along the
boundary of the low resolution block. One position is used if transition cells
is needed and the other when its not needed. This extra position, created by
an offset of the regular position to shrink the current block and to add the
transition cells, can cause a deformation of the surface. To avoid this, the offset
is projected along the tangent plane of the original position to the new position.
The mapping of texture is performed by triplanar projection (see Section 2.3.2),
with some additions. By analyzing the dot product created by the surface normal and the (projection) plane normal, the undesired effect of mirrored texture
image can be avoided if the sign of tangent space for faces of opposite directions
is inverted. The method for blending is somewhat refined and the reasons for
this approach is to avoid a division by zero error and increase control of the
transition area.
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To specify the material for current voxel, two extra channels of data is needed
per node, each using 8 bits. The first channel contains the material specifier
that can hold 254 different types of material. Material number 255 is reserved
for the special “poison” material, enabling the possibility of creating holes in the
mesh. This could be use for creating an entrances to an interior or structure
modeled by other means than Marching Cubes. The second channel is used for
a blending parameter, controlling how different textures are blended at transitions. Each channel is individually compressed since shifts in topology do not
necessarily correspond to the shifts of material and also probably at different frequency. At lower resolutions, the most frequent material at highest resolutions
determines the material, similar to the approach for handling surface shifting.
A special case can occur when an vertex is shared by two adjacent blocks and
the voxels determines different material. In this case the vertices shared need
to be duplicated for each material.
A solution to handle the large amount of textures are needed, since hardwares
have limitations in number of textures and performance cost of texture switching. A suitable solution is to use the texture array present in modern graphics
cards, which basically is a 3D texture map without filtering from adjacent layers. The third component of the texture coordinate indexes which texture map
in the array to use. This feature is however not supported on current generation
game consoles, like Xbox 360 and Playstation 3. By placing all texture maps
in one large texture, called palette or atlas, and using the third component of
the texture coordinate to offset the sampling, the correct sub texture can be
sampled. This is however somewhat problematic and have a few issues needed
to be solved. For example the boundaries of each texture need to be handled
to allow for correct texture filtering. One solution is to disable the hardware
filtering and define an explicit computation in the shader. This is expected to
be a relative slow solution due to the high number of texture samplings needed.
Another solution would be to extend each edge of each individual texture map
by wrapping. This solution can even, when adding a few limitations, use the
hardware supported mip mapping. For compatibility and performance reasons,
each texture as well as the entire texture palette need to be rounded up to the
next power of two. This causes some waste of texture space depending on the
number of images packed into the palette and the relation in size of the original
image and edge extended image. A utilization of around 85% of the texture
space is expected for the average and typical texture setup. Another limitation
arise when wrapping occurs in one subimage of the palette, and the local texture coordinate changes to opposite side of subimage. The sudden jump in the
texture will cause the hardware to read the pixel derivates as much larger and
use a mip map at a much lower level of detail, creating a visible artifact in the
resulting image. This can be solved by manually compute the derivates, but
this will cause a large impact on performance, since each sample is collected in
sequence instead of in parallel as normally performed. This impact on performance is not acceptable and an alternative solution computes the correct mip
map level in the initialization of the shader and passes on to each sampling. The
disadvantage of this approach is that the hardware cannot perform anisotropic
filtering. This is however seen as a acceptable sacrifice for the performance gain.
To perform shading techniques like bump mapping, the shader need the tangent and the bitangent, defining the texture space. The tangent and bitangent
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need to be continuous at every point on the mesh, meaning that the tangent
and bitangent respectively point in same direction all over the current terrain.
Fortunately the tangent and bitangent do not need to be perpendicular at every
point and the two vectors can be derived from two separate tangent fields, one
parallel to the x-y plane, and one parallel to the x-z plane and both with a determined direction. By combining the two tangents and deriving the bitangent
from a cross product of the tangent and normal, a continuous tangent space can
be created for each point.
In a concluding chapter of future works Lengyel, presents four different areas
in need of more research. These deal with Geomorhing, sharp terrain features,
enhanced transition cells and textures of arbitrary orientation.
The fact that the proposed system have solutions for different level of detail
but no support for geomorhing, lets the system display unwanted “pops” when
a certain terrain block shifts level of detail. Problems with geomorhing is the
need for extra storage for vertex information of two consecutive levels of detail
when a LOD transition occurs, and also the problem of using vertex normals for
shading, since the normals cannot be interpolated between two points without
resulting in artifacts. The usual solution in this case is to use a precomputated
normal map but this is not feasible with triplanar projection. Instead limitations
to the morphing directions are proposed.
Next area involves creating of sharp features in Marching Cubes. By adding
extra vertices in the interior of voxels the surface can have more distinguished
features. This might be solved by adding another 8-bit channel per node.
The transition cells suffers from discontinuities of vertex normals in some cases
which can result in poor quality of shading and texturing. This is proposed to
also be solved by adding vertices in the interior of the voxels by identifying the
cases causing the problem and add cases of enhanced triangulation.
The last part handles the fact that all textures need to be oriented relative to the
voxel grid. Two suggested solutions are proposed. The first are to store extra
information in another channel of node data containing rotation. To avoid the
extra storage needed, another suggestion are to store flow fields at a minimal
level and generate texture coordinates explicitly for vertices where the surface
are intersected by the flow fields.
2.4.3

Volumetric Representation of Virtual Environments

In Game Engine Gems 1 [Williams, 2010] David Williams presents a Volumetric renderer from the experimental game engine Thermite3D [Williams, 2011]
developed for real-time modifications of the enviroment (see Figure 2.14 and
Figure 2.15) . The volumetric data uses eight bits for material per voxel where
the value 0 corresponds to an empty space which in fact translates into a binary
field. There is also suggested to use an extra byte per voxel to create a density
field and use an isovalue to extract a less jagged surface. But since the core
objective is real-time modification of non-terrain environments, only the binary
implementation is considered.
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Figure 2.14: The material of the terrain can be seen in the intersection, revealing not
only surface information. Image from the Thermite3D Game Engine,
(http://www.thermite3d.org)

The data structure uses ideas from Grimm et. al. [Grimm et al., 2004], where
the volume is split up in equal sized cubical blocks and the volume is defined by
pointers to these blocks. This allows for compression of the volume by letting
equal block share pointers. In reality only the homogeneous blocks (completely
inside or outside solid space) share pointers since checking heterogeneous blocks
for equality would be to computational expensive.
The size of the blocks is of essence since a smaller block have a greater chance
of being homogeneous but will also require more memory space for pointers.
Another goal is to be able to fit a block in the CPU cache.
The volume is also sectioned into regions, each containing a number of undivided
blocks. Each region have a separate index and vertex buffer, and also a dirty flag
to impose an update if the volumetric data is updated. These regions are also
appropriate candidates for culling operations. The optimal size of the regions are
affected by a number of factors like batch counts for the GPU, since each region
creates (at least) one batch, smaller regions gives more exact occlusion culling
of the scene and also fewer voxels to process in case of an update. Normals are
computed in the same manner as in Section 2.1.4 Normal Computation.
A LOD system builds smaller volumes, equivalent to texture mipmapping, with
half width for lower resolutions used for regions far away from the current camera
position. The mip levels are averaged from higher resolutions in a manner of
material hierarchy.
A method for threading the algorithm is shown where dirty regions are placed in
a queue prioritised by distance to the camera. The results presented are nearly
linear for up to 4 threads on a quad-core processor.
Because the methods focus on dynamic scenes, any kind of precomputation,
for lighting or visibility is not applicable. The same goes for the application of
material to the surface, where there for a dynamic volume are no possibility to
custom create textures and use uv-coordinates to map to the terrain. Different
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Figure 2.15: Objects are not only represented as surfaces but made up as volumes
of voxels representing different types of material. In this case a brick
surface is revealed if the floor voxels is removed. Image from the Thermite3D Game Engine, (http://www.thermite3d.org)

solutions for texture mapping discussed is trilinear projection, sampling from
cube map and use of 3D textures.
To handle different material on the surface, defined in each node byte, textures
is contained in texture arrays, when supported, or utilize a texture atlas to
store the textures on the GPU. A blending of textures occur when triangles
do not have the same material at each vertex. The mesh is split into uniform
(homogeneous material) and non uniform parts where each non uniform mesh
is duplicated for each used material and a alpha blending is interpolated over
the transition. The material ID do not have to specify a texture but can also
define a specific shader for example a procedural texture.

2.5

Comparison of Methods

In the three different works reviewed in Section 2.4, the authors agree to the
convenience of the trilinear projection for use with volumetric rendering. The
related works are all fully functional methods with different feature and properties, matching its intended usage. In Table 2.4 some features are listed for these
three along with the test method used in this thesis.
This test method focus on enabling the use of linear mapping instead, since
trilinear mapping can need up to six times as many texture samplings than a
regular planar mapping. Other possible problems with trilinear mapping is the
lack of control of the texture seams, which can result in both to blurry or to
sharp transitions. In Section 3 Initial Tests the information of this method is
further explained and discussed.
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Generating Complex
Procedural Terrains
Using the GPU
[Geiss, 2007]
Distance Function
Marching Cubes
Natural Terrain
No
Trilinear
Yes, three levels
Procedural function

Volumetric Data
Render Method
Environments
Real-Time Edit
Texture Method
Level of Detail
Compression

Voxel-Based Terrain
for Real-Time
Virtual Simulations
[Lengyel, 2010]
Distance
Mod. Marching Cubes
Terrain
Yes
Trilinear
Yes
RLE

Volumetric
Representation of
Virtual Environments
[Williams, 2010]
Binary
Voxels (binary)
non Terrain
Yes
Trilinear, Cube map
Yes
Pointer sharing

Test method

Distance
Marching Cubes
Terrain
No
Linear
Yes, simplified
None

Table 2.4: Comparison of differences in features between the reviewed related works
and the methods tested in this thesis.

3

Initial Tests

To be able to perform a planar mapping on an arbitrary terrain, the mapping
plane need to be adaptive in some manner, allowing completely different surface
normals, to avoid the kind of distortion appearing in Figure 2.5.

3.1

Problem Formulation

navg
nt1

nt0

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.1: (a)Two triangles and corresponding face normals (nt0 , nt1 ) defined in one
voxel. The average face normal is depicted by navg (b) Three different
levels of an octree.

An adaptive uv-mapping can be achieved by some partition or segmentation of
the mesh into areas of fitting properties.
• All triangles in partition have nearly equal face normals
• Ensure a 1:1-mapping between the surface and texture
Adding some properties to minimize the storage needed for
• As large partitions as possible
• Least amount of storage needed for the uv-mapping
In Section 3.2 the main steps of the method are briefly reviewed to be discussed
more in depth in Sections following Section 3.4 – 3.8.
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The considered method for volumetric rendering is Marching Cubes (see Section 2.1.3 Marching Cubes) and properties of the method should be exploited if
possible. Some of these properties are discussed in Section 3.3.

3.2

Outline of method

The method consists of two main steps. The first is a preprocessing step that
analyses and partitions the whole model into smaller parts, called charts, suitable for uv-mapping by linear projection, and also creates the texture for each
chart and stores them in a texture atlas.
The second step is performed at run time and utilizes the information stored
from the preprocessed analyse to enable fast, on-line uv-mapping.
The listing below shows the outline of the different steps of the method:
Step 1: Preprocessing
• Analysis of Scalar field (Section 3.4.1)
– Store information on Trivial or non Trivial voxels (VoxelStatus)
– Find Trivial voxel at lowest level (largest voxel)
– Each partition represents a texture chart
• Create Texture (Section 3.5)
– Polygonize mesh at highest resolution for each chart
– Project high resolution mesh to plane (2D) defined by average normal
– Render texture defined by high resolution mesh per chart
– Extend chart edges for filtering support
– Store each chart in Texture Atlas
Step 2: Run Time
• Check voxel status
– Lowest level Trivial voxel defines chart (VoxelStatus)
– Polygonize mesh at current resolution for each chart
– Project current resolution mesh to plane defined by average normal
– Render texture defined by high resolution mesh per chart
– Linear projection of texture from atlas to chart

3.3

Data Structure for Voxel Map

In Marching Cubes, the data is processed per voxels, meaning eight corner
values of a voxel are calculated from a volumetric function or fetched from a
stored scalar field. In this case all distance data, or nodes, in the scalar field
is stored in a sequential array and is loaded into a voxel struct when needed.
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Each node consists of 8-bits of data representing the current distance to the
surface in relation to the voxel size. This relation of the distance to the voxel
size demands a separate scalar field for each level of detail to avoid large shifts
in the surface (more on this subject in Section 3.6.1). The increase in storage
is however rather slim. If more then four levels of detail are used, the memory
usage increase approximately 15 – 20% for the scalar field data on all levels
(Table 2.2 and the Equation 4 shows numbers of nodes for different levels. For
level l > 4 the total number of nodes for level 0 – l will be approximately 15%
larger than number of nodes for level l).
The signed 8-bit distance value ranges -128 – 127 and should give sufficient
detail in the general case. All values outside this range is clamped to this min
or max value.
Different levels of detail can be obtained by doubling the voxel width for every
step, creating an octree, where each larger volume contains exactly eight, equal
in size, non intersecting children, until the intended level of detail is reached
(see Figure 3.1(b)). The voxels at each resolution can be used as a boundary
for each mesh partition, which results in no need to store information on each
triangle but rather all triangles contained in a certain voxel.

3.4
3.4.1

Method for initial test explained
Analysis of Scalar field

The volumetric data in the scalar field are analyzed by traversing the octree
bottom-up, from the highest resolution, checking the triangles in each voxel
(see Figure 3.1(a)). If the voxel contains more then one triangle, an average
normal is computed for the triangles and each face normal check the computed
dot product as:


Trivial
non Trivial

if tn > navg · nt0
else

(5)

where tn is the normal threshold, navg is the average normal and nt0 the current
triangle normal.
This gives a classification of each voxel, trivial or non trivial.
Some voxel cases are always classified as non trivial since they contain non
connected triangles, see cases #2, #4, #6, #7, #8, #9 and #10 in Table 2.1.
After all leaf voxels on the highest resolution are checked, the parents on the
next level of detail first control the classification of each of its eight children,
and if all are trivial (or empty), each voxels average normal is compared to the
average normal of all eight children similar as in Equation 3.1. If all child voxels
have similar surface direction and all triangles are connected, the parent is set
to trivial, otherwise non trivial. It is not sufficient to compare the total average
of the normals with the average of each child nodes because two triangles in
different leaf voxels can have deviating face normals exceeding the threshold,
without influencing the average normal to indicate deviating angles.
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Figure 3.2: An analyze of the terrain shows trivial parent voxels (green) non trivial
child voxels in red. The blue indicates a trivial leaf voxels, meaning only
the highest resolution voxel is trivial.

The process continues recursively until the root is reached, classifying all voxels
as trivial or non trivial. When the process finishes, each trivial node will only
contain trivial voxels of higher resolution. Since the resolution is related to the
size of the voxels, a lower resolution covers a larger spatial volume, and most
likely contains a larger mesh as well.
low resolution ⇔ large voxels
high resolution ⇔ small voxels
If the surface is near planar or the angle deviation threshold of surface normals
is loosely set, a trivial node can be expected several levels from the leaf nodes.
This extra classification of trivial or non trivial voxels are currently stored per
voxel.
The Figure 3.2 shows an analyzed terrain with different colored voxels for the
different types. The red indicates non trivial voxels, the green indicates trivial
parent voxels and the blue indicates trivial child voxels (at current level). Bigger
voxels are located closer to the root of the octree.

3.5

Texture Creation

A simple procedural 3D texture is used as reference on the highest level of detail
of the mesh (see top left in Figure 3.8), and the same procedural operation is
used to create each texture chart in the corresponding 2D texture atlas in a
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similar manner as in [Ebert et al., 2002]. By comparing the two, any texture
distortion will be evident.
3.5.1

Creation of Texture Charts

After the complete octree is analyzed and classified, a texture atlas is created.
The octree is traversed top-down and the trivial voxel at the highest level (lowest
resolution) will act as a mapping plane, and storage space in atlas, for the current
and higher resolutions of the mesh within the subtree. Three different cases can
occur in the traversal:
Trivial Child: If the leaf voxel (the highest resolution) is reached and the
voxel is classified as trivial, the mesh from the voxel represent a chart in
the texture atlas. The average normal is computed from each face normal
in chart.
Non Trivial Child: If the leaf voxel (the highest resolution) is reached and
the voxel is classified as non trivial, each triangle from the voxel represent
its own chart in the texture atlas. The average normal is set by each face
normal.
Trivial Parent: If a trivial parent voxel is found, the low resolution mesh
defines the chart with the texture defined by the highest resolution mesh
contained in the complete subtree. The average normal is computed from
each face normal of the child voxels in the subtree.
Figure 3.3 shows the principle of this texture mapping. The chart for the lowest
resolution mesh, Figure 3.3(a), is the trivial voxel that acts as the reference for
the high resolution. Figure 3.3(b) show the highest resolution surface, that defines the texture in Figure 3.3(c). This texture is mapped onto the low resolution
mesh, Figure 3.3(a), and stored in a texture file, as a texture chart. Figure 3.3(d)
shows a surface at an intermediate level that is to be texture mapped. This surface is first projected onto the low resolution chart, Figure 3.3(a), then the
corresponding, high resolution texture, is sampled. This removes the need to
store texture coordinates per vertex and enables the use of the same texture on
several meshes of different resolution.
3.5.2

Creation of Texture Atlas

Each triangle mesh representing the chart for the trivial parent is mapped to
the flat surface (texture space) defined by average normal n. The normal is used
to derive an orthogonal tangent t and bitangent b for texture space by finding
the most angular different vector of z0 = (0, 0, 1) and y0 = (0, 1, 0):
t=
b=



yo × n
zo × n
t×n

if yo × n > zo × n
else

(6)

Figure 3.4 shows the process of mapping the charts to the texture atlas. The
triangles for the high resolution mesh are projected, per chart, onto the 2D
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(a) Mesh for lowest resolution voxel (parent). (b) Mesh from all high resolution voxels inDefines chart size and normal in texture.
herented from low resolution parent (a), as
one single mesh.

(c) Texture generated from high resolution (d) Mesh at intermediate resolution to be
mesh (b).
map for texture at highest resolution.

Figure 3.3: The principle of the texture mapping

texture using the derived tangent and bitangent. The chart is moved and scaled
uniformly to fit inside a unit cube. Each chart is then rendered with the same
procedural texture defining the reference texture. The projected 2D positions is
used to create the chart on the atlas and the original 3D model space positions
to feed the procedural texture. The resulting 2D texture will replace a segment
of the reference texture.
At this point each charts is added to the texture atlas in size according to the
level of detail of the representing trivial voxel. Since each chart is limited to the
boundary of the voxel grid there is a direct relation between size of the chart and
the current level of detail, meaning the lower the level of the trivial representing
voxel, the larger the resulting chart will be.
The use of texture space in the atlas is not optimized but instead ensures each
chart is placed to avoid overlaps and also since all charts are placed in the atlas
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Figure 3.4: Mapping of charts, top row with one triangle and bottom row with two
triangles. (a) The chart is projected onto texture space, plane defined
by average normals of trivial parent. (b) Chart is moved (c) and sized
to fit in unit square. (d) Edges are extruded to support linear filtering.

in the same order as the octree is traversed, and positioned herein according to
strict rules, the position of each chart can be predicted without the need for any
stored texture coordinates (see Figure 3.5). The disadvantage is of course the
risk of bad utilization of the texture space.
3.5.3

Extend Chart Edges

To support linear filtering of the textures, the chart boundaries need to be extended one pixels wide in each direction, see Section 2.3.6 Chart Segmentation.
To extend the chart edges, the “line normal”, or a vector, perpendicular to each
edge on the texture space, is computed. Two new triangles are created on
the edge, and the corresponding model space vertex positions are derived from
projection of the perpendicular edge vector in texture space to model space:


 
xm
tx
 ym  = ty
zm
tz

bx
by
bz

 
nx
ut
ny   vt 
nz
0

(7)

where (xm , ym zm ) are the new positions in model space, t, b and n are the
tangent, bitangent and normals defining the texture matrix for the texture space
and ut , vt are the new positions in texture space with the third component set
to zero.
The new vertices are passed to the same procedural texture along with the chart
vertices.
This method is however somewhat simplified and should ideally use the texture
space matrix from the corresponding adjacent chart. For further discussion see
Section 4.3 Texture Atlas Improvements.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the placing order of charts in the texture atlas and also
the potential for low utilization of texture space. The charts are placed
in the same order as the octree is traversed (the numbers in each square),
and each line (along the x-axis) is limited to the texture width and each
new line starts at the current max y-axis value.

3.6

Mapping Issues

A seamless and stretch free reproduction of the 3D texture can easily be achieved.
It can however only be guarantied on the highest resolution of the mesh. For
lower resolutions the patch need to be equal in shape, which of course is not
certain.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.6: Surface approximation at different levels of detail. The dashed curve
shows the surface. Blue line shows edge approximated by voxels.
(a) Level 0: 1 edge (b) Level 1: 3 edges (c) Level 2: 5 edges (d)
Level 3: 11 edges

The resemblance of the shape can usually stay adequate for higher resolution
levels, but drops rapidly at lower resolutions. Figure 3.6 shows a simple example
of refinement of surface extraction for increasing levels of detail. To assure a
seamless border between texture charts, the edges of each chart must coincide.
Another problem is the way the scalar field is defined and created. At every
point, the current distance to the surface is sampled. This is not necessarily the
distance to the intersection currently operated on, but the closest perpendicular
distance to the surface. A simple example in Figure 3.7 illustrates this. The
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Figure 3.7: Definition of node distance. The dashed curve shows surface. Blue line
shows edges approximated by voxel at different levels of detail. In the
figure the difference of the surface and the approximation of the surface
is visible. (a) At level 0 the approximation deviates since the distance
at node A0 is to the closest perpendicular surface instead of the edge
intersection I. (b) At level 1 the approximation is much more accurate
even if the node distance A1 is defined by other intersection then I. This
because the relations are fairly equal.

arrows at each node shows the distance to the surface. The extracted edge in
Figure 3.7(a) deviates from the actual surface due to the distance sample at
the node A0 is much smaller than the distance to intersection I. Figure 3.7(b)
shows the same surface at a higher resolution. Here the extracted edge fits the
surface much better even if the sample at node A1 still not indicates the current
intersection I.
3.6.1

Surface Shifting

One solution for the problem is proposed by Lengyel [Lengyel, 2010] (see Section 2.4.2). To avoid the occurrence of surface shifting, each edge intersected
on lower resolutions checks the intersection at the next higher resolution (see
Figure 2.12). At the higher resolution the edge is represented by two edges
but only one can have an intersection (otherwise there would not have been an
intersections on the lower level). By traversing to the highest resolution and
use this distance values for interpolation on Equation 1 and 2, each point on
the lower resolution mesh is guaranteed to coincide with a point on the highest
resolution, limiting the total surface shifting of the scene.
By adopting this method the problems of heavy surface shifting between levels
are avoided and creates a much more predictable triangulation for different
resolutions. The silhouette of the terrain will not shift as much and creating an
much more manageable terrain.
3.6.2

Applying Texture Charts

Figure 3.8 shows the result on a simple surface on five different levels of detail,
starting with the reference texture in upper left corner and traversing down to
the lowest resolution, level 1 to the bottom right. No visible artifacts are shown
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Figure 3.8: The reference texture (top left) and a terrain mapped at five different
levels of detail. The lowest resolutions shows large gaps when surface
and edges approximation deviates.

Figure 3.9: The texture atlas used in Figure 3.8. Rounded edges of charts arise from
voxels intersecting a smooth height. These edges are the main cause of
gaps in the texture.
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on level 4 and 5 and level 3 shows only minor seam defects caused by misaligned
edge shapes, similar to Figure 3.6. On level 1 and 2 the shape deviation is
extreme on charts with this misaligned edges.
The Figure 3.9 shows the shape of each chart in the texture atlas. Here are the
problem with the bended edges more obvious. At lower resolutions the bended
edges are approximated by only a few line segments.
This direct mapping of charts to the surface without altering its shape actually
gives an acceptable result on higher resolutions but the lower resolutions are
unable to properly approximate high resolution bent edges, creating large shape
deviations and gapes becomes visible in the resulting image.

3.7

Mapped Texture Charts

A solution for fitting the high resolution charts to low resolutions meshes is
needed and an effort is made to map all chart to predefined shapes and force
charts for all different resolutions to the same shape. A shape is selected based
on the trivial parent shape, then both the highest and lowest resolution charts
are mapped to this shape.
3.7.1

Parent Charts

The parent will always have 1–5 triangles and an attempt is made to map all
single triangle to best fit triangle, and two and more triangles to a quad.
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Figure 3.10: Mapping of charts, top row with one triangle and bottom row with two
triangles. (a) The chart is projected onto texture space, plane defined
by average normals of trivial parent. (b) Chart is moved and sized to
fit in unit square. (c) Each vertex is mapped to corner of unit square.
(d) Edges are extruded to support linear filtering.

Figure 3.10 shows principle of the mapping. The upper row shows mapping of
single triangle charts, where each vertex are mapped to best fitting unoccupied
corner. Bottom row shows charts with two triangles which are mapped to a
quad by finding one extreme corner and traverse the edge and map to each
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following corner of the unit square. In ideal cases, this could work for charts
with more then two triangles, this is however not certain.
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Figure 3.11: The mapping of charts with three triangles. (a) Mapping of vertices to
closest unoccupied corner. Extra vertex is snapped to edge, meaning
it is moved perpendicular to edge defined by preceding and succeeding
vertices. (b) Here is the problem with this method revealed. Each
vertex only connected with two edges (marked with red) snapped to
an edge will create a degenerate zero-area triangle. (c) A solution is to
check for this vertices and force them to a corner.

For charts containing more triangles the mapping are more complex. First, to
handle the extra vertex, any point not mapped to a chart corner is “snapped”
to the edge. Snap means the point is moved perpendicular towards the edge
connected by the preceding and succeding points along the edge. The Figure 3.11
shows different charts with three triangles. Figure 3.11(a) and (b) show two
charts with the same shape but different triangulation. By applying the same
rules as for charts with two triangles and adding the rule for snapping, the
results for the triangles can be seen to the right. The chart in Figure 3.11(b)
drops one triangle because its three vertices are made collinear. Instead an extra
check is needed to mark all vertices only connected by two edges (marked with
red dots in Figure 3.11). These vertices must be forced to a corner. The bottom
row shows the mapping with this rule added.
The same rule is used to solve the same problem that occur for voxels with more
then three triangles. Unconnected meshes are however never mapped.
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For any mapping of a chart with more then two triangles, the extra vertex
snapped to an edge can cause some problem. In extreme cases, two vertices
collinear on an edge can be mapped and snapped to the same corner, creating degenerate zero-area triangles. A solution to avoid collinear points can be
achieved by scaling down the chart a factor, resulting in a small offset of the
collinear points from the edge.
3.7.2

Child Charts

Figure 3.12: Mapping of a single triangle. Since the chart to be mapped is outside the
hypotenuse, the whole chart need to be scaled to avoid flipped triangles
that otherwise would occur. (a) The chart mapped to the unit square is
checked for extreme point outside diagonal of square (b) and the chart
is scaled to fit. (c) Corner points are mapped and remaining points are
snapped perpendicular to the edge.

After the parent charts have been mapped to the desired shape, the corresponding child charts are mapped to the same shape. The vertices on the outer
surface of the low resolution voxel, corresponding to the same vertices in the
parent chart, called extreme corner points, are identified when the high resolution mesh is extracted from the voxel grid. These are mapped to same positions
as in the parent chart, and all other vertices are snapped to the edge.
Charts with one triangle parents charts need to snap vertices to the hypotenuse,
but also often need to be scaled down to avoid the risk of flipped triangles.
Figure 3.12 shows the method for fitting the single triangle chart. If the chart
is mapped in the same manner as the quad mapping, any vertex outside the
hypotenuse have the risk of causing flipped triangles, so first the chart must
be checked for size and possibly scaled. By controlling the extreme point in
direction of the hypotenuse, a check if any points is outside is performed and
sets the scaling of the chart accordingly. Then the edge vertices are snapped to
each parent edge. This causes heavy distortion to the textures in the corner.
The Figure 3.13 shows another problem that can occur with charts of more
then two triangles. The parent chart in colored mesh and the child chart in
black mesh. Flipped triangle problem becomes obvious when the five extreme
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Figure 3.13: Problem of snapping vertices to edges.(a) A mapping of extreme point,
marked with a red dot, causing degenerated, flipped triangles, when
edge vertices are snapped to edge, marked with blue dot. (b) Same
mapping after method for avoiding surface shifting is applied. The
mapping avoids flipped triangles.

corner points of the parent is mapped to the child. The vertical red arrow in
Figure 3.13(a) shows mapping of the vertex not mapped to a corner of the unit
square. The horizontal blue line illustrates vertices snapped to edge, causing
flipped triangles. In Figure 3.13(b) the solution is obvious. The method to avoid
surface shifting (see Section 3.6.1) assures all vertices in the low resolution chart
to coincide exactly with a vertex in the high resolution chart.
Another problem when mapping child chart to same shape as the parent chart is
that the corners with only two connecting edges (meaning it need to be mapped
to a corner to avoid a zero-area triangle) in child chart do not necessarily coincide
with the same corners in parent chart.
This problem can not be solved by the surface shift method but instead need to
retriangulate the charts for fitting edges.
3.7.3

Applying Texture Charts

Figure 3.14 shows the result of charts mapped to fixed shapes. The method
suffers from heavy distortion on edges of non triangle or square like charts.
When mapping charts like these, the texture suffers from massive stretching
and deformation causing the following texture mapping to sample from distorted
textures.

3.8

Edit Scalar field

In an effort to avoid the types of charts causing problems, a possibility to remove
unwanted voxel types is tested. To simplify the mapping to fixed shapes, the
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Figure 3.14: Reference texture (top left) and five levels using mapped charts. Even
the highest resolutions show texture distortion along chart edges. The
low resolutions show extreme distortion but no gaps since each chart is
fitted to a fixed shape.

Figure 3.15: The texture atlas used in Figure 3.14. Some of the charts suffer from
heavy texture distortion caused by the fixed shape mapping.
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(a) Case #1

(b) Case #3

(c) Case #11

Figure 3.16: Trivial voxel cases. (a) Case #1: One single triangle created by single
node inside or outside solid space. (b) Case #3: Two triangles created
by two adjacent nodes inside or outside solid space. (c) Case #11: Two
triangles created by four nodes on same voxel surface inside or outside
solid space

only allowed cases contains one or two connected triangles, case #1, #3 and
#11, see Figure 3.16. By identifying any cases not fulfilling this state and
setting these voxels to non trivial will force the octree to traverse to the next
higher resolution, hopefully containing the trivial cases.
This will result in voxels trivial to map but as a consequence, also in an increased
number of charts. The example terrain used will increase from nine charts in the
texture atlas to 170 charts, heavily increasing the mapping needed. In an effort
to decrease the high number of charts some of the identified cases are tested to
be edited to trivial voxels.
3.8.1

Edit case #5

The first candidate for editing to trivial voxel is shown in Figure 3.17(a). A
trivial case #5 containing three connected triangles. Trivial in the sense that
all face normals deviate within the set limit and thus form a near planar surface.
The surface intersects the voxel diagonally and one corner is “cut”, creating a
surface with three triangles and five edges. The scalar field can be edited to
avoid some of these cases and simplify the mapping. A corner can have the
surface “shifted” to the opposite side by inverting the sign of the node distance.
Case #5 have three consecutive nodes on the same plane (see red dots in corner
0, 1 and 2 in Figure 3.17(a)) inside or outside the volume. The Figure 3.17(b–
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(a) Case #5

(b) Case #2

(c) Case #3

(d) Case #11

Figure 3.17: The result of four different single node edit from voxels with three
triangles.

d) shows the result of inverting the sign of any of the four nodes on the current plane. Figure 3.17(b) shows a case #2 with 2 unconnected triangles, and
Figure 3.17(c–d) shows case #3 and #11, both two connected triangles. By
switching sign on the fourth node, another case #3 is revealed, rotated 90◦
from Figure 3.17(c) Three of the cases of inverted node signs on the plane creates a new surface with two connected triangles, and one creates a surface with
two disconnected triangles. The disconnected triangles comes from breaking
up the chain of the three consecutive nodes, creating two diagonally separated
nodes which is triangulated into two disconnected triangles. The three other
nodes can all be inverted to achieve a two triangle chart.
A relative distance from each node to the surface is computed by summing the
interpolation values from the two edges adjacent to current node. The node
closest the surface is selected for inverting sign.
3.8.2

Edit case #12, #13 and #14

The cases containing four connected triangles are case #12, #13 and #14. In
a similar manner as for case #5, one invertible node is wanted.

(a) Case #12

(b) Case #13

(c) Case #14

Figure 3.18: Three different cases containing four connected triangles.

Case #12 and #13 contains four consecutive nodes, with three out of four nodes
on two surfaces, inside or outside the volume while case #14 have four nodes
centered around one corner. The nodes invertible for case #12 and #13 are
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the end points of the four consecutive nodes and the node completing the two
surfaces. Case #14 can have any node inverted but the centered inside and
outside node.
In the same manner as for case #5, the relative distance is calculated and
the node closest to the surface is inverted. Any of the mentioned node signs
inverted will remove one triangle and create a case #5 voxel. This is then in
turn simplified with the previous method.
3.8.3

Edit Threshold

To avoid the occurrence of artifacts in the terrain due to large deviations of
edited nodes a threshold limits the allowed edits. This value is dependent on
the current level of detail of the edited voxel. A larger relative edit is allowed
at higher resolutions.
tc =

th
2

(8)

(lh −lc )

where tc is the threshold for current level, th is threshold for high resolution
voxel, lc is current level and lh is high resolution level.
The threshold gives a possibility to control the changes that are allowed in the
terrain. When the threshold for the highest resolution level is set to 0.5, this
means the average interpolation value t along the edges connecting the edited
node is a quarter of the edge length. For each level of lower resolution the
threshold is halfed.

(a) 9 charts

(b) 170 charts

(c) 22 charts

Figure 3.19: (a) The original terrain (9 charts). (b) All unwanted voxels are flagged
as non trivial (170 charts). (c) Unwanted voxels below threshold is
edited (22 charts).

Figure 3.19(a) shows the original terrain that need nine charts, Figure 3.19(b)
shows the terrain when all unwanted voxels cases have been flagged as non trivial
with 170 charts. When editing all voxels containing three and four triangles,
below current threshold, only 22 charts remains (see Figure 3.19(c).
The mapping of the texture have improved some from this operation but the
problem is still evident, resulting in a texture distortion that is not acceptable,
see Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.20: Reference texture (top left) and five levels using mapped charts after
editing of unwanted voxel cases. Some small improvements can be seen
but also some new artifacts.

3.8.4

Interpolation of non Trivial Voxels

Another method for simplification in the scalar field tested is the interpolation
from a trivial parent voxel to a non trivial child voxel, or more precisely the
interpolation occurs on the eight sibbling voxels contained in the parent voxel.

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.21: Shows the planes used for interpolation of trivial parent voxels.

Nine planes with six surfaces of the parent voxel, Figure 3.21(a), and three
inner planes, cutting the voxel in half along each axis, Figure 3.21(b), are used
to perform interpolation. Each plane consists of nine nodes from four adjacent
child voxels.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.22: Different cases of a surface intersecting the parent voxel. Nodes allowed
for edit marked with a dot. (a) Surface intersects no inner edge. No
interpolation.(b) Surface intersects one inner edge. One intersection is
interpolated. (c) Surface intersects two inner edges. Two intersection
are interpolated.

The planes are then checked for an intersecting surface and also how the edges
on the plane are intersected. If at least one inner edge of the plane is intersected,
the edge can be interpolated and the values in the scalar field edited. To minimize the effect the edit may have on the entire surface, only points not shared
with parent voxels are allowed to be edited. Figure 3.22 shows the editable
nodes with red dots. Figures 3.22(a–c) shows the three different base types of
surfaces intersections. Figure 3.22(a) shows an edge contained within one child
voxel and because it do not intersect any inner edges, it needs no interpolation.
Figure 3.22(b) shows an edge contained in two child voxels and intersects one
inner edge. Figure 3.22(c) depicts an edge intersecting two inner nodes.

d1
t0
t1
A

O
a

d0
b

B =1+b

Figure 3.23: Surface intersects one voxel edge and interpolates a new intersection t1 .

The Figure 3.23 shows the principle of the interpolation. The distance to intersection A and B on each outer edge of the plane is given by the interpolation
parameter (see Equation 2). The new interpolated intersection can be found by
setting up the relation between the two right triangles:
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tan x =
a=b·

A
B , tan x

=

a
b

A
B

(9)

The new node values are given by offsetting the current node values by the
difference in the nodes d0 and d1 and the difference in the interpolation values
t0 and t1 .
O = (d0 − d1 ) · (t0 − t1 )

(10)

d′0 = d0 − O
d′1 = d1 − O

(11)

Since only 8-bits are used for the node values, overflows can easily occur. To
avoid overflow, some checks are necessary and in case do, an extrapolation from
the overflowing node:
d′0 =

d1
1−( 1t )

d′1 = d0 − ( dt0 )

(12)

The two different equations is needed due to the strict ordering used in the
calculation of the interpolation parameter (Equation 2) and the same rule applies
to d0 and d1 in this case.
For a voxel plane with the edge intersecting three child voxels and two child
voxel edges the distance to the new interpolated intersection is computed in the
same manner as mentioned earlier but the offset is replaced by an iterative edit
of the three nodes seen in 3.22(c), where an weighted difference between the
actual intersection and the interpolated intersection manipulate each node until
the difference is below a set threshold.
There is also a need to check for the possibility that all nodes have same sign.
This means the new edge intersection need to shift side of center node, so center
node have to shift sign.

4
4.1

Discussion and Future Work
Summary

The main task in this thesis have been to find a way to partition a surface into
parts of similar directional faces, or trivial charts, that defines the texture for
all resolutions of the current part of the surface. In Section 3 Initial Tests some
tests are presented and discussed. In this section some of the steps of the Initial
tests are discussed further and also some other possible approaches to solve the
presented problem are reviewed.
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4.2
4.2.1

Texture
Texture usage

The method for texture generation used in the Initial tests are suitable for generated textures like procedural textures, normal maps and textures for features
like ambient occlusion. In case of artist created textures it is probably more
suitable for natural textures like grass or stone, which can be blended in the
transitions. Textures with continuous patterns are assumed to be more difficult
to use, but this can probably be solved by creating or painting the texture directly on the modeled terrain and transfer the texture to the charts, retain the
natural “distortion” from the surface curvature.

4.3

Texture Atlas Improvements

Optimization of texture atlas with non uniform charts is a difficult problem (see
for example [Lévy et al., 2002]) and is often a demanding, iterative process.
This optimization can also result in the need to store texture coordinates, when
avoiding this was one of the motivations to begin with. A nice solution would be
to find a ruling for texture atlas creation with low extra storage need that still
utilizes texture memory efficient. The charts are somewhat predictable in size
and shape, since all charts must be contained in one subtree to one single voxel,
which has its clearly defined shape and size. By storing each size of chart in
separate lines in the atlas, and only storing information on which lines contains
which sizes, the texture space would probably have higher utilization without
the need for large, extra storage.
As mentioned in the Section 3.5.3 Extend Chart Edges the extended edges
should ideally use the adjacent voxels corresponding texture space matrix. Since
the texture atlas is created in an off-line, preprocessing step, the extra computation will not have a severe impact.
Gonzalez and Patow [González and Patow, 2009] have a very interesting and
novel approach to the problem. Continuity Mapping works in two steps. The
first called Travelers Map, encode the chart border with an offset or mapping
to the adjacent chart. When a texture coordinate outside the current chart
is evaluated, the offset encoded in the border is used to offset the sampling
to correct adjacent chart, enabling a continuous texture mapping. The second
step, Sewing the Seams, involves adding a thin layer of triangles to chart seams.
This is performed to correctly interpolate and filter texture at boundaries.

4.4
4.4.1

Mapping
Unmapped charts

The relative good results for charts of native shapes, or unmapped charts, makes
it interesting to explore further and add some extensions and limitations to
improve the results. Since the problems often occur along the bent edges when
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a curvature in the terrain is cut by the voxels, these cutting voxels might be
fused, assuming they have similar surface normals.
Another solution could be to add a lower limit for the trivial voxels. At a certain
level the edge will deviate to much from the actual chart shape and further
simplification of the voxel is limited. This analysis is also to be included in the
off-line processing of the terrain, avoiding extensive computation at run-time.
4.4.2

Mapping charts

The mapping of charts to fixed shapes, to achieve simpler mappings, often renders in problems of degenerate triangles, where one of the problems relates to
the conformity of triangulation between different levels of detail. This means a
vertex at one level must be forced to a corner of the fixed shape, but the corresponding vertex at another level do not, often leading to an incorrect vertex being snapped to the edge and a zero-area triangle is created (see Figure 3.11(b)).
A solution could be to retriangulate the affected charts, or even more appealing, retriangulate charts to create a best fit for the shape (Figure 4.1). Here
some ideas from Lengyel [Lengyel, 2010] could be used even if his purpose of
the triangulation is a little different. By creating extra cases using alternative
triangulation, any chart detecting a degenerate triangle can be retriangulated
for best fit.
(0,1)

(1,1) (0,1)

(0,0)

(1,1) (0,1)

(1,0) (0,0)
(a)

(1,1) (0,1)

(1,0) (0,0)
(b)

(1,1)

(1,0) (0,0)
(c)

(1,0)
(d)

Figure 4.1: Figure shows proposed solution for problems of degenerate triangles when
vertices are snapped to edge. (a) Original chart. Vertices in risk of
creating a degenerate triangle marked in red. (b) The mapping of vertices
are determined according to arrows. (c) To avoid a degenerate triangle,
the chart is retriangulated. (d) Result of mapping.

4.5
4.5.1

Scalar Field and Marching Cubes
Storage

Since the main focus of this thesis has been to find a solution to the problem of
texture mapping, the utilization of memory for the scalar field have only been
briefly mentioned and given little consideration. The current method used in
the Initial tests involves a full scalar field, meaning no compression or smart
storage is used, which results in an unacceptable memory footprint. The main
reason for this choice is the much simpler implementation of a full scalar field,
especially since the scalar field is edited.
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The methods mentioned, with an exception for the procedural methods of a
density function used by Geiss (Section 2.4.1), are:
• RLE, run length encoding, used by Lengyel, Section 2.4.2
• Equal block pointer sharing, used by Williams, Section 2.4.3
• Sparse octree used by, for example by Laine [Laine and Karras, 2010]
RLE shows good results with compression rates of over 30:1 and is a quit simple
method to implement. The negative side is the need to decompress the blocks
currently processed and the fact that the current block then also use the full
memory size of each voxel.
The method for sharing a pointer for equal blocks is adopted from Grimm et.
al. [Grimm et al., 2004] and is also simple to implement but reports much less
compression, about 2:1 to 10:1. The use of pointers creates a extra layer of
indirection but no need for any decompression of the data. The results of the
compression are very much dependent on other user settings which in turn effects
the performance and memory usage. For example, smaller blocks are more likely
to be homogeneous but will in return increase the numbers of pointers.
The sparse octree is likely to have similar compression rate as RLE but do not
suffer from the fact that each processed block need the full memory size. The
method is much more complex then RLE to implement and can also be forced
to extensive traversals in the octree to find appropriate neighbours.
Another storage problem to solve is the state of each voxel, trivial or non trivial,
needed to identify the corresponding texture chart size and position in texture
atlas. In the current implementation, the information is stored per voxel in an
array. Assuming one byte storage per voxel, the extra storage needed at lower
levels are rather small but will at higher levels converge at the total storage size
for the entire scalar field (see Table 2.2). If the terrain can be rendered with
sufficient detail using only 7-bits (-64–63), halve the resolution, one bit can be
used to indicate the state of the voxel. Logically the node index 0 stores state
for the current voxel.
4.5.2

Scalar Field Edits

Tests involving direct editing of the scalar field gives some good results even
if the idea of editing the scalar field in the first place is not appealing. The
possibility of a designer who carefully modelled a terrain to his or hers complete
content, and then leave it up to the system to suddenly edit parts to simpler
shapes due to the constraints of the texture mapping. Especially since the
operations of editing still do not solve the problems with heavy distortion.

4.6

Other Approaches

Some other approaches to the problem seem interesting as well. One that is already mentioned is PolyCube maps(see Section 2.3.5 PolyCube Mapping). The
idea of this would be to use the voxel grid as a PolyCube, allowing the cubes
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to be non uniform in size. Some solution must however be found to avoid the
need to store the 3D texture coordinate for each vertex [Tarini et al., 2004]. An
automatic method to create the uv-mapping without to much distortion is also
needed, like central projection or a more elaborate method proposed by Castaño [Castaño, 2003] where simpler models are automatically parametrized onto
the cube.
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